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Launched in 2001, Cox & Cox (www.coxandcox.co.uk) is a 
unique collection of practical yet beautiful homeware 
products, unavailable in traditional catalogues. 
 
The eclectic mix of old and new makes the site a go-to for 
independent-minded home owners and interior designers 
alike, and the company has a strong and ever-growing 
loyal customer base. 

 

 

 
 
 
Online Retailer Cox & Cox Chooses 
NetSuite with WAERlinx WMS to 
Support Their Business, Now and 
into the Future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Detail 
 
Having enjoyed steady growth, the company needed to start streamlining its operations and improve 
efficiency, with the installation of an ERP and warehouse management solution. 
 
Cox & Cox needed a system that was able to scale to its current size and have the capacity to grow as the 
company expands. 
 
They quickly settled on a shortlist of two ERP systems: NetSuite and MS Dynamics. NetSuite introduced 
them to WAERlinx as the most suitable solution for the warehouse. 
 
WAERlinx’ flexibility and scalability are its biggest assets, and it was these two elements that clinched it 
for Cox & Cox.  
 
Aynsley Peet, E-Commerce Manager at Cox & Cox, said: 
 
“We really liked WAERlinx’ flexibility and scalability. The team at WAER gave us a number of demos, 
we talked to several existing customers and the support so far has been fantastic.  We are really excited 
about starting this new project with NetSuite and WAERlinx.” 

http://www.coxandcox.co.uk/


 

Appendix 1 – Customer Testimonials 
 
What do our NetSuite / WAERlinx customers say about us?  
 

• “We now have a great WMS solution that works seamlessly with NetSuite” – Winebox, London 

• “WAERlinx is a top tier product, easy to use and certainly a product to recommend.  It works in 
correlation with NetSuite (ERP) and it has provided us with a seamless process from inbound, 
pick, pack and ship – highly recommended.” Sandpiper, Devon 

• “We have been able to deploy highly customised requirements and reporting, and the day to day 
running of WAERlinx is easy to use for all our office and warehouse staff. As a result, we have 
improved warehouse and staff efficiencies, and highly recommend the product – we are 
extremely happy” – Cox & Cox, Dorset 

• “WAERlinx significantly improved the control, accuracy and performance of our warehouse and 
distribution operation.  The Waer team have an agile approach in understanding our business 
requirements and delivered improvements that have made a substantial difference to the 
efficiency of our work. Fast forward to today and we have just come through a record breaking 
fourth quarter of processing that could not have been achieved without WAERlinx“ – HSNF, 
London 

Waer can arrange for phone references with over 20 of our customers and in addition, site visits to see 
WAERlinx in action are easy to set up.   If you would like to speak with, or visit our customers then please 
let David Snelson know on dsnelson@waersystems.info or 07908 627 688. 
 
 
 

mailto:dsnelson@waersystems.info


 

Appendix 2 – WAERlinx Screenshots and Scanning 
 
The screenshots below illustrate the WAERlinx home page, a screen designed collaboratively by our 
customer base in consultation with our design partners.  Its purpose is to allow everyone to get an at-a-
glance view of the warehouse status.  
 

 
 
The handheld screens below illustrate the way WAERlinx is displayed on Android Smartphones, providing 
a clear, user-friendly experience for all staff involved in barcode scanning activity: 
 

 
 
  



 

Appendix 3 – Working with Waer 
 
What is it like to work with us?  
We are a long term partner and our primary core value that we use as a basis to run the company is -  we 
are a customer-focused organisation: 
 

• For go-live, we are on site with you for as long as it takes for you to feel happy about flying solo 

• Then for the next 2 weeks, we have a daily catch up call with you to ensure that everything is 
working as envisaged 

• This then reverts to a weekly L1 meeting where we meet with you to keep a track of all aspects of 
the partnership; communication, development projects, support cases and any other issues. 

 
 
We are a long term partner that you can trust.  
 
Our Core Values 
These values are the cornerstone of the way Waer is run: 

 We are customer-focused 
o The customer is always our highest priority 
o We strive towards customer-driven releases  
o We always consider the customer’s perspective 

 

 We are a partner, not a supplier 
o We practice proactive communication  
o Phone first, email second 
o We build long-lasting relationships 
o Speed of response matters 

 

 We believe in honesty, openness & integrity  
o We keep our promises 
o Everyone should contribute and be heard 

 

 We embrace continuous improvement 
o We always try to make everything better next time 
o Everyone is empowered and expected to act 

 

 We behave with consideration and respect 
o Aggression and blame are not allowed 
o Negative sentiments are always explored 

 
 



 

Appendix 4 – About Waer 

Our Business  

WAER Systems is a provider of WAERlinx, a cloud-based application for Warehouse Management, which 
seamlessly integrates with NetSuite.  We are a privately held, profitable company with a strong balance 
sheet and excellent growth – over 40% in 2017. 

WAER has been in business since 2000 with customers all over world, delivering solutions in aerospace 
and for 3PLs: Airbus, Bombardier, GKN, K&N, Schenker et al. Historically, WAER has solved complex 
supply chain problems: VMI, consignment programmes, advanced kitting and warehouse management 
with all the traceability demands that the aerospace sector demands. 

WAER is audited each year by Accenture and Cap Gemini on behalf of their key aerospace clients to 
ensure that they are a robust, financially sound organisation that can be trusted with mission-critical 
elements of their supply chains.  

WAER now has a razor focus on the NetSuite world. We do not partner with anyone except NetSuite and 
are considered as the class-leading WMS solution in the NetSuite partner ecosystem.  

All support for WAERlinx is delivered 24x7 from our UK Office by our in-house WMS experts or via our US 
partners in CA and IL. 

 

What Is Different About Waer?  

The key difference with WAER is the capability to flex the WAERlinx platform to address the specific, 
complex needs of customer supply chains and solve problems that other providers cannot.  

In addition, WAER’s customer focus means that all WAERlinx customers have exactly the solution that 
they need, aligned with their business processes and with the aim of radically improving the overall speed 
and efficiency of the supply chain.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


